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Figure 1. Same expression retargeting to the multiresolution models 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

This paper proposes the generation scheme of multiresolution mesh for real-time facial animation. Since previous works 
consider only the geometry of facial model, during generating a multiresolution facial model they may lose the feature 
points of facial animation. But the proposed scheme can automatically preserve those features, so that the quality of facial 
animation with a lower-level model is as good as that of the original. In this paper we prove that the multiresolution facial 
model generated by our scheme is effective in facial animation by applying an expression-retargeting technique to it.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

With advent of range scanning systems, extremely complex meshes are rapidly becoming commonplace in computer graph-
ics and geometric modeling. Such meshes are notoriously expensive to store, transmit and render. Wide applications of 
computer graphic skill that takes advantage of acquired complex mesh data are widened to movie or animation etc. Espe-
cially many people try to animate a face model that is reconstructed from range data. Such a complex face model is very 
difficult to render and animate in real-time. One of solutions is to generate a multiresolution model of it or to simplify it. 
But previous works have generated a multiresolution model considering only geometry properties, so that this multiresolu-
tion model is not suitable for animation. In case of a facial model, the features for animation such as a mouth, eyes, and 
eyebrows must be remained during generating a multiresolution model as well as geometric features like a nose, and ears. 
Those features for animation may influence the quality of facial animation.  

In this paper, we propose the scheme to find automatically features for animation and geometric features, and to preserve 
them during generating a multiresolution model for facial animation. As a result, we can keep the similar quality of facial 
animation with a lower-level model to that of the original. We will show the effectiveness of our scheme by animating our 
resulted multiresolution model using expression-retargeting technique. 



 

2. RELATED WORKS 
 

In real-time or interactive applications, models with millions of polygons are burdening some even with fast graphics 
hardware. Therefore the simplification of surfaces has been the subject of a great deal of research. Simplification algo-
rithms can be classified into three main categories according to the strategies employed: vertex decimation [10], vertex 
clustering [8] and edge contraction [3, 4]. The simplification schemes using iterative edge contraction are getting attention 
these days, since the new vertex position can be controlled for retaining the geometry of the original model.  

Many simplification algorithms use the maximum value among minimum distances between planes and vertices as their 
error metrics [9]. Recently instead of the maximum distance, the squared distance of a vertex to the plane containing it is 
proposed [3]. One of the advantages of this scheme is very fast execution time thanks to matrix computation. Also Haus-
dorff distance [2] is still used for the error metric between a simplified mesh and an original. Other simplification algo-
rithms use estimated discrete curvatures [1] as their error metrics.  

The goal of facial animation is to generate expressive and plausible animation of a face model. Many approaches are based 
on the anatomy of the face, that is, a face model is animated by the physical behaviors of the bone and muscle structures. 
The parameterized facial model [7] associates the motion of a group of vertices with a specific parameter, but it is difficult 
to apply this scheme to another model with different mesh structure. Since the coordinated muscle model [12] uses the vec-
tor of muscle, it is easy to transfer motions between models only when the involved models are equipped with properly 
positioned muscles. But problems still arise when muscle structures or surface shapes are inherently different between two 
models. Recently instead of fitting or creating new facial animation available for other models, Expression cloning [6] is 
the method to retarget facial expression animations to new models. So to speak, it adapts nearly animation of a model to 
another model. It enables to adapt same animation to variety models. Because of using motion vectors, there is no need of 
anatomical knowledge of face. 

This paper generates a multiresolution facial model through simplification using iterative edge contraction based on putting 
weight in the feature points of facial animation and geometric features. Those features are found and preserved automati-
cally. We will show that our resulted a multiresolution facial model is useful for facial animation by applying expression-
retargeting technique to it. 

 

3. MULTIRESOLUTION MODELING 
 

One of our contributions is to generate a multiresolution mesh whose a small-size, lower-level one can produce as good 
quality of facial animation as an original dose. Figure 2 shows the system flow of our proposed algorithm. Inputs are an 
arbitrary mesh and motion vectors for animating it. Our algorithm has 3 parts. One is to detect automatically detect feature 
points for facial animation and shape of a given mesh. The other is to simplify it iteratively preserving feature points and 
then generate a multiresolution model. Another is to animate a resulted multiresolution model using expression-retargeting 
technique. For auto-detection of feature points, we apply heuristics that use in expression cloning [7]. For preserving them, 
we give the weight onto feature points not to be removed during simplification. For facial animation, we retarget the mo-
tion vectors for an original model onto a small-size, low-level mesh.  

 



 

Figure 2. The system flow of a proposed algorithm 

 

3.1  AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF CONTROL POINTS 

 

We must find some feature points from an original model to retarget motion vectors onto a simplified model [7]. Table 1 
describes that what are such as 32 feature points.  
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Table 1. The number of feature points 

 

 

First, local axes of model fit the world axes. Top of the head is positive y-direction, right side of the face is x-axis, and tip 
of the nose is z-axis. Top of the head is vertex of highest y-coordinate. Right side of the face is vertex of highest x-
coordinate and left side of the face is lowest x-coordinate. Tip of the nose is vertex of highest z-coordinate. Top of the nose 
is found from the tip of the nose, upward along the y-axis for the vertex with the local minimum z-value. Bottom of the 
nose is found from the tip of the nose, downward along the y-axis for the vertex with the local minimum z-value. Bottom 
left of the nose is found from the tip of the nose, left-downward for the vertex with the local minimum z-value and bottom 
right of the nose is found from the tip of the nose, right-downward for the vertex with the local minimum z-value. Left eye 
socket is found from the top of the nose, left-downward for the vertex with the local minimum z-value and right eye socket 
is found from the top of the nose, right-downward for the vertex with the local minimum z-value. Vertices of lip contact 
line are duplicated vertices. Top of the lip is found from the center of the lip contact line, upward along the y-axis for the 
vertex with the local maximum z-value and bottom of the lip is found from the center of the lip contact line, downward 
along the y-axis for the vertex with the second local minimum z-value. Chin is found from the bottom of the lip, downward 
along the y-axis for the vertex with the local maximum z-value. Throat is found from the chin, downward along the center 
line for the vertex with the local minimum z-value. Figure 3 shows all feature points on a face mesh. 

 

 

Figure 3. Automatic detection of feature points 

 



3.2  FEATURE PRESERVING MESH SIMPLIFICATION 

 

This method based on QEM (Quadric Error Metrics) [3,4], which uses iterative edge contraction. The QEM defines a quad-
ric )(vfQ  on each face f  of the original mesh, which equals to the squared distance of a point 3)( ℜ∈= pv  to the 
plane containing it (Figure 4). For each vertex v  of the original mesh, the sum of quadrics on its adjacent faces weighted 
by face area is assigned:  
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After each edge contraction v)v,v( 21 → , the position of new vertex v  is assigned by minimizing 

)()()( 21 vvv vv QQQ += , and then the next edge contraction is chosen as the one with the lowest such minimum. 

 

 

Figure 4. The concept of quadric error metrics 

 

Let us now derive )(vfQ  for a given face ),,( 321 vvv=f . The signed distance of v  to the plane 3ℜ⊂P  containing 

f  is dT +vn , where the face normal ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )13121312 / vvvvvvvvn −×−−×−=  and the sca-

lar 1vnTd −= . As an aside, a different formulation is to obtain these parameters by solving the linear system: 
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with the additional constraint that 1=n . 

The squared distance between point v  and plane is therefore, 

TTTTf dddQ ++=+= vnvnnvvnv 2)()()( 2 , 

which can be represented as a quadric functional cbTT ++ vvAv 2)( where A is a symmetric 33×  matrix, b is a column 
vector of size 3, and c is a scalar. Thus, 

)),()),((),,( 2ddcQ T nnnbΑ ==  

is stored using 6+3+1=10 coefficients.  



After an edge contraction, the vertex position v  minimizing )(vQ is found where the gradient ( bvAv 22)( +=∇Q ) 
equals zero, which is obtained by solving the linear system: 

bAv =min  

If a vertex is auto-detected feature vertex, then we give more weight onto its squared distance. Since feature vertex is im-
portant for facial animation and it may have small value as its squared distance, not to be removed we make it have more 
weight. 

 

 

Figure 5. Feature point vi and a neighbor vertex vj 

 

Figure 4 shows a feature point iv and its neighbor vertex jv . When an edge )v,v( 21  is contracted with associated quad-

rics error 2
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For given feature point iv , equation (1) shows that total quadric error metric ie  is expressed as the linear combination of 

)( i
vQ v  and the neighbor vertices )( j

vQ v , where iω  is the weight coefficient of neighbor vertex jv . Therefore this 

equation prevents simplifying feature points. Total quadric error metric ie  of a feature point is the error value, and its 

covering region can be extended. If we want to enlarge the region of preserving around feature point, ie  is changed as 
giving more weight coefficient onto 2-neighbor vertices of a feature point. 

Moreover we must consider texture mapping during mesh simplification, because most facial model has a texture. Before 
total error metric ie  is calculated, the weight term of texture attribute is added to )( j

vQ v . Therefore our method can 
acquire good simplified facial mesh considering a texture image and preserving feature points. 

 

3.3  FACIAL EXPRESSION RETARGETING OF A MULTIRESOLUTION MODEL 

 

To animate a multiresolution facial model the motion vectors of an original model is deformed using volume morphing and 
cylindrical projection [7]. Source model is an original and target is a multiresolution model. This method is to translate ex-
pression from source model to target model. First, we modify source model like target model by using volume morphing 
and cylindrical projection. Also, we adjust motion vector of source model for deformed source model, because two models 
have different shape and topology. Second, we do cylindrical projection from target model to deformed model. Finally we 
can animate target model by using modified motion vector. 

 



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
 

4.1  EXPERIMENTS OF MULTIRESOLUTION MESH GENERATION  

 

The proposed algorithm automatically finds feature points and preserves them during mesh simplification. In figure 5 the 
left model is an original model and the right-upper and right-bottom models are simplified to each 1420, 1120, 820, 620 
faces. The right-upper models are generated using the feature preserving mesh simplification. As you can see, 23 feature 
points are kept. The right-bottom models are generated by previous method. More simplified a face model is, more feature 
points are disappeared. So the right-bottom models cannot be animated using expression-retargeting technique because 
feature points are disappeared. Necessarily we made feature point by hand to do animation. Otherwise since the right-upper 
models that are generated using proposed method preserved feature points, we can acquire the good quality of facial anima-
tion. Also, since previous simplification method makes some feature points move not-intended location, consequently face 
looks like being distorted.�  

 

 

Figure 6. The comparison of feature preserving simplification and general simplification 

 

4.2  EXPERIMENTS OF EXPRESSION RETARGETING  

 

We generated the animation of a multiresolution model that takes advantage of facial expression retargeting technique in 
order to real-time facial animation. Simplified target model becomes rendering fast, and thanks to feature points, the anima-
tion quality is same as that of an original. Figure 7 shows that facial models simplified by each 1420, 1120, 820 are ani-
mated. First row is expression, which are standard expression. Second row shows laugh expression models. Third has 
shown that smile expression models. The left model is original model, the middle is generated by our scheme, and the right 
by previous scheme. A multiresolution model generated by proposed method is animated with good quality, compared with 
the center and the right models. Especially, in case of the right model, the feature points of mouth are disappeared. 

Figure 8 show the implementation of facial animation with texture mapping. Also our method has good quality. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) faces: 2,000                    (b) faces: 1,120                    (c) faces: 820 

Figure 7. The comparison of a feature preserving simplified mesh and a generic simplified mesh 

(a) original mesh, (b) our proposed scheme, (c) previous method. 



5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this paper we proposed the generation scheme of multiresolution mesh for real-time facial animation. While previous 
works consider only the geometry of facial model during generating a multiresolution facial model, we consider the geome-
try and features for facial animation. Therefore we can preserve the feature points of facial animation that may be lost in 
previous simplification scheme. The proposed scheme can automatically preserve those features, so that with a small-size, 
lower-level model we can acquire as good quality of facial animation as that of the original. We also showed that the mul-
tiresolution facial model generated by our scheme is effective in facial animation by applying an expression-retargeting 
technique to it.  
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(a) faces: 2,000        (b) faces: 1,420       (c) faces: 1,120        (d) faces: 820         (e) faces: 620 

 

Figure 8. Example of facial expression retargeting to multiresolution mesh 


